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In the note “A response to some unwarranted criticisms of single-grain dating” Feathers raises many issues with both the approach and the conclusions of Thomsen et al. (2016). After careful consideration, we find we disagree with Feather’s analysis and conclusions, and stand by the original conclusions of Thomsen et al. (2016). We reiterate that, for these samples, the multi-grain measurements are demonstrably in better agreement with the independent age control than are the standard single-grain measurements.

In our view, Feathers’ most important criticisms are that the 14C age control is reported incorrectly and that Thomsen et al. (2016) cannot conclude that standard single-grain methods are in poorer agreement with the independent age control than the multi-grain methods. We acknowledge the presence of a minor presentation error in Figure 3 of Thomsen et al. (2016), but we demonstrate that this detail has no bearing on the conclusions of Thomsen et al. (2016).

We respond below in detail to the main issues raised by Feathers. We have retained his structure for ease of cross-comparison.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the introduction to his comment, Feathers “begin[s] by pointing out that the literature contains many instances of single-grain OSL ages in good agreement with independent evidence, even for well-bleached and unmixxed samples”. Not only are the references given by Feathers on the subject rather incomplete (they exclude in particular a recent review on the subject, see below), but most are irrelevant or misinterpreted. Feathers himself acknowledges: “The main purpose of this study [Thomsen et al., 2016] is to investigate the accuracy of single-grain OSL dating beyond 20 ka using four samples with associated 14C ages from the Bordes-Fitte rockshelter”. Given this perspective, 2 out of 5 references on which Feathers’ argument is based can be dismissed: in Feathers et al. (2010), the samples to which he refers, for which OSL and 14C agree, are <20 ka, while in Arnold and Demuro (2015) the single grain luminescence ages are TT-OSL ages and not OSL ages. Looking in detail at the third reference (Demuro et al., 2013) used by Feathers to support his statement reveals that (i) there is no direct age control for the samples dated by OSL (the only chronological information is bracketing tephra layers); excluding the poorly-defined, intermittent tephra SCT-A, the only way to test the hypothesis that SG-OSL ages underestimate independent ages is to look at two samples (53A and OQC10), which should be older than tephra SCT-K dated to 77 ± 8 ka; (ii) 59 and 42 dose estimates from small aliquots (not single grains, each aliquot contained ~1 to 18 grains) were
incorporated in the $D_x$ distributions; these were significantly over-dispersed (OD: 27-41%). As a result of these difficulties, there are large uncertainties on both the OSL and tephra ages, and the ratio of pseudo single-grain OSL to overlying tephra ages is $0.90 \pm 0.10$. We conclude that the Demuro et al. (2013) study is insufficiently precise to be used to distinguish between Feathers’ claimed agreement and the degree of underestimation observed by Thomsen et al. (2016).

The last two papers cited by Feathers in support of his argument (Douka et al., 2014 and Jacobs et al., 2015), indeed provide single-grain CAM-based ages in agreement with independent chronologies. However, it should be noted that in both cases, multi-grain luminescence ages (OSL ages in Douka et al., 2014; MET-pIRIR ages in Jacobs et al., 2015) also agree with independently-derived ages.

Furthermore, Feathers does not discuss a recent study by Guérin et al. (2015a) in which multi-grain OSL ages and single-grain CAM-based ages were compared with reference ages. This study included 19 samples (including the 4 from Thomsen et al., 2016) from various sites measured in two different laboratories by five different users; the average multi-grain OSL to reference age ratio is $0.97 \pm 0.03$ (n=12), while the average CAM-based single-grain OSL to reference age ratio is $0.90 \pm 0.02$. Their Fig. 5 clearly shows a systematic increase of age underestimation with CAM-based single-grain OSL as a function of independent age. In other words, the results reported by Thomsen et al. (2016) are not unusual; single-grain CAM ages do repeatedly underestimate independent age control in cases where multi-grain ages do not.

### 2 INDEPENDENT AGE COMPARISONS

Based on the agreement between multi-grain feldspar and multi-grain quartz, Thomsen et al. (2016) were able to conclude that it is extremely unlikely that the quartz is poorly bleached and therefore overestimates the deposition age. They then pointed out that the multi-grain quartz doses were consistent with the dose expected from the known dose rates and the $^{14}C$ ages. Based on this, they concluded that there was no evidence to question the reliability of the multi-grain quartz doses and then proceeded to test single grain doses against these multi-grain doses. This has the advantage of being a more precise test than comparing with another dating technique because the uncertainty associated with the dose rate is removed from the comparison. Feathers rightly argues that Thomsen et al. (2016) could have directly compared both multi-grain and single-grain results with the $^{14}C$ age control. Unfortunately, this would be at the expense both of these increased uncertainties and at the cost of reducing the comparison from four pairs to three pairs; OSL sample 092204 cannot be compared because the independent age control is too wide (~22 to >36 ka) to be useful.

In his section 2, Feathers first criticises Thomsen et al.’s. (2016) use of the $^{14}C$ upper limit for OSL samples 092203 and -04. He appears to misunderstand the arguments behind the discussion of the older end of the age control on these two samples. Since they address exactly this issue in the original text (see p. 79 and 80) and qualify in detail their use of $^{14}C$ sample Beta-234193, his comment seems to be redundant. More importantly, his criticism of the use of these $^{14}C$ data is actually irrelevant to the debate on the accuracy or otherwise of our CAM single grain doses. Thomsen et al. (2016) clearly state (p. 80) that OSL sample 092203 was taken adjacent to and at the same depth as $^{14}C$ sample OXA-22315 (23322-22615 cal yr, CI 95%). They thus have a closely associated age control for OSL sample 092203. Their multi-grain OSL dose is completely consistent with the expected dose based on this $^{14}C$ age, whereas their CAM single-grain dose (using
standard rejection criteria) is inconsistently low. These statements are independent of any uncertainty on
the upper limit to age of the unit and Feathers does not seem to disagree with this (see his Table 1).

On the other hand, Feathers is correct to point out that Thomsen et al. (2016) were inconsistent in the way
they showed the predicted doses based on 14C shown in their Figure 3. There they used the 95% CI interval
for the 14C and the 68% CI on dose rates; these, of course, should both have been at the same CI (68% is
conventional in OSL dating, but the choice is arbitrary). The effect of this small error is to slightly reduce the
uncertainties in the predicted doses, but it does not change the statistical outcome of a comparison of
predicted to measured doses.

However, Feathers’ claim that “the single-grain results do not disagree with the radiocarbon controls any
more than the multi-grain results do”, is factually incorrect and the P-values, obtained from a two-sample \( \chi^2 \)
homogeneity test and quoted in his Table 1, have been incorrectly calculated. This error appears to arise
both because of the effect of using rounded data and incorrect estimation of the uncertainty of the 14C
predicted quartz doses. For example, the 14C sample OxA-22315 has an age range of 23,322-22,615
calibrated years before 2009 (CI 95%), which corresponds to 22,969±354 cal yr (CI 68%, where the
uncertainty is derived by dividing the range by 3.92, based on the quantile function of a Gaussian
distribution; that is assuming for the purpose of comparison with another dating method that the 14C
uncertainty is normally distributed). The dose rate for the corresponding OSL sample 092203 is 3.235±0.148
Gy/ka, which gives a predicted 14C dose of 74.3±3.6 Gy. The uncertainty quoted by Feathers is ±8 (at CI
95%) which gives for comparison ±4.1 (= 8/1.96) at CI 68%, i.e. 14% larger than our value. Feathers’
reported uncertainties for the 14C predicted quartz doses are, on average, 23±5% (n=4) larger than our
values based on original data and this leads to a significant difference in the reported P-values. In Table 1,
we report our calculated P-values for multi-grain and single-grain (CAM) quartz doses obtained using
standard rejection criteria (i.e. not making use of the D0 or FR criteria). We agree with Feathers that all
multi-grain quartz doses are consistent with the 14C predicted doses, but of the three relevant single-grain
CAM quartz doses, only sample 092201 (with a P-value of 0.07) cannot be argued to be statistically
different from the 14C age control at the standard threshold of 0.05. However, it is important to note that
the average ratio (unweighted) between the single-grain CAM dose and that predicted from 14C is
0.877±0.015 (n=3) and the weighted mean ratio is 0.88±0.03; neither of these are consistent with unity,
whereas the same ratios for multi-grain quartz doses are 1.00±0.03 (unweighted and weighted). Thus, we
do not agree with Feathers statement that “the single-grain results do not disagree with the radiocarbon
controls any more than the multi-grain results do”.

Although the 14C age control for sample 092204 is too broad to be useful, given our confidence in the multi-
grain doses (see above), we can now compare the single-grain to multi-grain doses for all four samples (as
is done in Thomsen et al., 2016). The average unweighted ratio is 0.866±0.019 (n=4) and the weighted ratio
is 0.865±0.018 (n=4). These are indistinguishable from the ratios of doses from single-grain and 14C
discussed above and thus supports the choice of directly comparing the single-grain results with multi-grain
results.
3 THE IMPORTANCE OF SAR REJECTION CRITERIA

Feathers disagrees with the suggestion “that single-grain dating studies [should] document the effect on dose and dispersion of applying routine rejection criteria” apparently because he is convinced that one should reject what are, in his view, “inaccurate grain types” even if such inaccuracy cannot be demonstrated. Thomsen et al. (2016) show that applying “standard” rejection criteria (i.e. grains are rejected if the recycling and IR depletion ratios are inconsistent with unity at two standard deviations and if the absolute measured recuperation dose is larger than and inconsistent with 1 Gy) does not change either the CAM dose or the over-dispersion significantly and they thus conclude that these criteria demonstrably do not contribute to providing a more accurate or precise data set. There is therefore no benefit in applying these criteria to these samples. Similar conclusions have been reached by e.g. Geach et al. (2015), Guérin et al. (2015b), Hansen et al. (2015), Kristensen et al. (2015), Zhao et al., (2015) based on published data. Indeed Feathers himself (Feathers et al., 2010, p. 418) has commented that the acceptance threshold for recycling can be relaxed, (thereby accepting grains that are “known to violate the assumption of the method”) without significantly affecting results and that this allowed a larger sample size.

To our knowledge, there are only two papers that provide published numerical support for the employment of these criteria: Jacobs et al., (2006), identified on p. 93 in Thomsen et al. (2016) and Doerschner et al. (2016), which was published after Thomsen et al. (2016). Feathers appears to support the hypothesis that these standard rejection criteria must provide a significant improvement in accuracy and precision, based in particular on a recent article published by Jacobs et al. (2015). However, in this article, despite a lengthy discussion of the different types of grains rejected for various reasons, no numerical comparison is made of the parameters describing the $D_s$ distributions (e.g. CAM and OD) before and after rejecting the grains (apart from the effect of rejecting grains based on their FR). In the great majority of cases where the hypothesis that standard rejection criteria must provide an improvement in accuracy and precision has been tested, it has been shown to be untenable. Thus, we stand by the recommendation of Thomsen et al. (2016) that single-grain studies (and indeed all OSL dating studies) should document the effect on dose and dispersion of applying routine rejection criteria, and indeed we are surprised at the disagreement caused by such a simple suggestion.

Feathers correctly points out that in testing the standard rejection criteria Thomsen et al. (2016) include the widely adopted approach of arbitrarily rejecting grains with natural signal lying at or above the saturation level of the laboratory dose response curve. This approach has indeed been routinely applied in single-grain dating applications for many years; mainly because there has been no other obvious way of processing these data. However, Thomsen et al. (2016) point out that such a process will inevitably lead to a bias in dose estimation, as can readily be realised by considering the effect of applying this criterion to a conceptual sample in saturation (where every grain is well-behaved). Because of the inherent dispersion in signal measurement, ~50% of the sensitivity-corrected natural signals will lie above the laboratory dose response curve (with no intercept), and ~50% will provide a finite estimate of dose. If the non-intercepting signals are rejected, then the remaining signals will appear to give a finite dose in the sample, rather than the non-finite dose that should be measured. The same bias will apply to a lesser degree to samples approaching saturation. As Feathers points out, Thomsen et al. (2016) do single this approach out for special attention; they do this because, from first principles, it will result in a bias in dose distributions, especially those derived from single-grain measurements.
However, Feathers speculates that sensitivity corrected natural signals (Ln/Tn) that do not intercept the
dose response curve have arisen for other undocumented reasons and that therefore this bias is not
inherent – of course this may be true if these undocumented reasons only produce Ln/Tn signals which lie
above the laboratory dose response curve. To our knowledge there is no evidence for this, and one can as
readily speculate that any “experimental artefacts” or “inherently unreliable grain response” would produce
lower than expected results as well as greater than expected. Feathers then suggests that: “The high
proportion of saturated and nonintersecting grains ... and the improvement in the dose recovery ratio when
those grains are removed (Figure 7) suggests these are not just a matter of genuinely older grains, but
rather an experimental artefact”. Unfortunately, this comment demonstrates a misunderstanding of the
rejection criterion. In Figure 7, Thomsen et al. (2016) do not reject grains based on whether or not their
natural signal intersects the corresponding dose response curve, but rather based on their D0 value. The
point here is that for a grain to be accepted into an analysis it must be capable of recording the dose of
interest. For instance, it would be impossible to measure a dose of 100 Gy with a dosimeter with a single
saturating exponential dose response curve with D0 = 10 Gy. But if this dosimeter consisted of many
hundreds of sensitive quartz grains (all of the same D0) it would of course be inevitable that ~50% would
give a finite, measurable dose, purely because of dispersion in Ln/Tn. However, these finite dose estimates
would all be underestimates and part of a population of grains that should be rejected in its entirety, as all
these grains are unable to record the dose of interest.

Feathers is further confused between the rejection of grains because they are saturated, or do not intersect
the dose response curve, and rejection of grains because of an insufficiently D0. In the above quotation,
Feathers suggests that the dose recovery ratio is improved by the simple removal of saturating and non-
intersecting grains. First of all, one cannot calculate a bounded dose recovery ratio without discarding all
unbounded dose estimates (i.e. all estimates for which Ln/Tn lies within one standard deviation of
laboratory saturation, or above saturation). Thus, Thomsen et al. (2016) did not, as Feathers suggests,
obtain an improvement in dose recovery by discarding saturated grains. This improvement in dose
estimates was in fact obtained by the implementation of the D0 criterion, i.e. they rejected all grains for
which the D0 was less than the (known) given dose, thus building their dose distributions only from those
grains with a D0 sufficiently large, that the average Ln/Tn of the given dose lay at or below 68% of the
relevant saturation light level. Finally, it is entirely to be expected that the proportion of grains in saturation
increases with given dose in dose recovery experiments. This simply reflects the fact that more and more
grains have insufficient D0 values to measure the Ln/Tn.

4 INAPPROPRIATE USE AND INTERPRETATION OF STATISTICAL AGE MODELS

In OSL single-grain dating there is a range of models routinely applied to extract the burial dose from single-
grain dose distributions. Thomsen et al. (2016) show that, for instance, for sample 092201 these different
models can lead to apparent burial ages ranging between 23±2 and 53±4 ka, illustrating that the choice of
model is extremely important. The justification for applying each model is clearly given in the text and in
every case this justification has been used in previously published OSL studies. Feathers does not seem to
acknowledge that Thomsen et al. (2016) are not advocating the use or otherwise of any of these models.
They simply test whether or not models that others have used in seemingly relevant contexts provide accurate ages for our samples.

Feathers starts by commenting that Thomsen et al. (2016) wrongly claim that an over-dispersion (OD) threshold of 20% has been recommended in the literature to identify the possible existence of partial bleaching, despite the fact that they give references supporting exactly this claim. Olley et al. (2004b) explicitly state that: “In cases where the data over-dispersion suggests partial or heterogeneous bleaching of the OSL signal (rd>20% for single grains), the minimum age model should be used to estimate the burial dose from the lowest De population. For samples that appear to have been well bleached at the time of deposition (rd < 20% for single grains), the central age model should be used to calculate the burial dose.” Jacobs et al. (2015) also state explicitly that one of their three criteria for deciding which model to apply is an OD of >20%. Arnold and Roberts (2009) use the value of 20% as “...a useful approximation for the common dispersion parameter, s, of the FMM...” clearly implying that this is perceived as an upper limit to over-dispersion for an unmixed (and presumably well-bleached) dose distribution - although they do go on to advocate the use of independent statistical criteria such the BIC score to refine this choice.

Feathers then criticizes Thomsen et al. (2016) for applying models blindly. He suggests that models (in this case particularly the decision tree of Bailey and Arnold, 2006) that were developed for fluvial systems are not relevant to their colluvial sediments. (Later he also states: “They choose to apply statistical approaches developed in non-comparable depositional / dosing contexts or developed for completely unrelated samples”.) However, this decision tree has been applied to many different depositional environments including fluvial, glacio-fluvial, colluvial, alluvial, coastal and aeolian (e.g. Fuchs and Owen, 2008; Delong and Arnold, 2007; Fattahi et al., 2010; Costas et al., 2012; Stone et al., 2010; Gaar and Preusser, 2012), to determine whether minimum dose modelling is appropriate. Applying this decision process to single-grain dose distributions of colluvial origin is thus fully justified by the documented use in the literature. The outcome clearly indicates that all the natural dose distributions given by Thomsen et al. (2016) should be analysed using one of various minimum age models. However, when they do this, they obtain significant underestimates of the predicted dose.

Feathers is also concerned by the testing of models on laboratory-generated dose distributions where the answer is already known. He “finds it particularly odd” that Thomsen et al. (2016) apply the decision tree to dose recovery data and states that “Misapplications of published procedures do not demonstrate their poor suitability. Rather they highlight the obvious problems that can arise from carelessly applying statistical analyses and age modelling in inappropriate contexts.” We find this statement very surprising. Any process or model that is unable to reproduce the expected value in controlled experiments, where the outcome is known, is of limited value. ‘Benchmarking’ under different boundary conditions is common scientific practice in numerical modelling. For instance, if a model finds multiple dose components in a laboratory well-bleached sample, it is likely that it will incorrectly predict the same in a well-bleached natural sample. The fact that the decision tree only indicates a well-bleached dose distribution in 25% of the dose recovery experiments is a strong indication that it is unable to reliably distinguish between well-bleached and partially-bleached dose distributions in natural samples. This is of considerable concern, because this decision tree is one of the few non-subjective methods proposed for choosing the most appropriate model with which to analyse single-grain dose distributions. The failure of the decision tree to identify the
appropriate model in dose recovery experiment indicates that it is also unreliable for the identification of appropriate models when applied to natural samples.

However in real dating scenarios the selection of an appropriate model is, in any case, largely a subjective decision. For instance, Jacobs et al. (2015) state that they use three criteria for the selection of the most applicable model: (1) OD > 20%, (2) Visual examination of radial plots (presumably constructed using only known analytical uncertainties), and (3) their knowledge of the site and sample context. Only the first of these criteria is non-subjective (although arbitrary) and that is effectively the 20% criterion that Feathers denies is used in the literature. Various authors have addressed the problem of relying on visual examination of radial plots (e.g. Thomsen et al., 2016; Reimann et al., 2012; Guérin et al., 2016). In our view, the inevitable subjectivity of (2) and (3) above is a cause of considerable concern and it is very important to test whether such subjective decisions might influence the outcomes.

Feathers also claims that the application “of the FMM is similarly unconventional”, because Thomsen et al. (2016) choose to apply it both to the natural dose distributions and to controlled laboratory experiments (i.e. to dose recovery experiments). When applying the FMM to the dose recovery distributions, the “additional uncertainty” is determined by optimising the BIC and the llik scores (Galbraith, 2005) and this gives values of between 9 and 20%. Feathers states that “given that the over-dispersion from their single population dose recovery tests is 14-29% (their Table 4), the optimized additional uncertainty used with the FMM should be at least that much”. This is incorrect - the reported over-dispersion values given in Table 4 of Thomsen et al. (2016) range between 7±1 and 29±3%; clearly there are dose recovery ODs smaller than the 9% OD derived from optimizing the FMM input parameters. In any case, when the optimization of the BIC and llik scores is used in the literature, a fixed predefined additional uncertainty interval is normally used, regardless of the over-dispersion value(s) determined in dose recovery experiments (e.g. Jacobs et al. 2012). It appears that others use the FMM in a similarly “unconventional” manner.

5 FAST RATIO
Feathers appears to be concerned that Thomsen et al. (2016) find the use of the fast ratio FR as a selection criterion expensive in terms of data rejection because of variation in effective stimulation power. Note that both Thomsen et al. (2016) and Feathers seem to agree that the FR does discriminate in favour of grains giving more accurate estimates of dose.

Feathers suggests that one way to reduce the number of rejected grains would be to increase the FR cut-off incrementally until the average dose formed a plateau; further, he speculates that a lower appropriate threshold of e.g. FR>2 might help the situation. On p. 91 Thomsen et al. (2016) state: “However, although only choosing the grains with the largest FR values is very expensive in terms of data reduction, Thomsen et al. (submitted) nevertheless show that the ratio of measured to expected dose increases systematically for these samples, when only grains with FR>4 are included”. While this perhaps could have been phrased more clearly, we have in fact investigated the effect of varying the FR and find that lower values of FR do not give the required systematic improvement in natural dose. Thus, Feathers is incorrect in suggesting that it would be possible to apply a lower FR threshold and thereby accept a larger fraction of grains.

We do not understand Feather’s comment that using the FR criterion seems to improve dose recovery reliability. Thomsen et al. (2016) make no such claim, nor do they present data that would allow such a
claim. In fact, analysis of their data does not indicate that using the FR criterion improves dose recovery. On the other hand, it is entirely to be expected that application of the FR criterion even in the presence of variation of effective stimulation power will improve the accuracy of equivalent dose estimation. This is because a rapid OSL signal decay (i.e. high FR) only occurs for the highest effective stimulation powers and an OSL signal dominated by the fast component. If either the power is low or the OSL signal is not dominated by the fast component the grain is rejected. Thus, since no grains with undesirable components are included in the analysis, the remaining grains are likely to give a more accurate dose estimate.

Feathers states that “Thomsen et al. (2016) show that low $D_0$ values are less prevalent in their low-dosed dose recovery experiments. They occur more often with high doses.” This statement is factually incorrect; Thomsen et al. (2016) do not present such data nor would we expect to be able to: the $D_0$ value is a characteristic of the luminescence response of the grain and is independent of the $D_e$. In Table 4 of Thomsen et al. (2016), the number of grains in saturation in the various dose recovery experiments is quoted; it is shown that, not surprisingly, the smaller the given dose the fewer grains are rejected because of saturation. However, we only provide the distribution of $D_0$ values for a single dose recovery experiment (Figure 7). Thus, Feathers again appears to confuse the presence of saturating grains with the values of $D_0$ (see section 3 above).

6 Statistics

Feathers claims that Thomsen et al. (2016) “ignore basic statistical principles and draw unjustified conclusions” and he seems to base this statement on two references to the original manuscript. He states that “Thomsen et al. (2016) argue that for “multi-grain dose distributions it is clear there is no advantage in deriving a CAM dose in preference to an average dose” (p. 85), by which they mean an unweighted arithmetic mean. Later, in comparing single- to multi-grain dose, they imply that the arithmetic mean is better for single-grain distributions as well, arguing “that the uncertainties used for weighting in CAM are inappropriate” (p. 88).” First of all, Thomsen et al. (2016) do not argue that for multi-grain dose distributions there is no advantage in deriving a CAM dose. They observe this to be the case; it is quite simply an experimental result. With regard to the second quotation, Thomsen et al. (2016) state that the observation that the CAM single-grain doses significantly underestimate the multi-grain doses (and the doses predicted from $^{14}$C, see above) seems “to imply that the uncertainties used for weighting in CAM are inappropriate”. However, in the very next sentence, they then go on to show that the same underestimation occurs if they do not use weighting (i.e. calculate an arithmetic average), thus negating the implication. So Thomsen et al. (2016) do not imply that an arithmetic mean is a more accurate estimator for single-grain distributions, as Feathers suggests. Feathers also neglects to refer to the conclusion of the discussion section in which Thomsen et al. (2016) point out that they do not observe an improvement in the arithmetic average of the measured-to-expected natural dose ratio when employing the additional rejection criteria ($D_0$ and FR) – both averages are just inconsistent with unity. However, they go on to say that “a significant improvement in accuracy is observed for CAM; the measured-to-expected ratio is increased from $0.87 \pm 0.02$ to $1.04 \pm 0.02$...” Thus, their observation is that under these circumstances the CAM results are accurate; presumably implying that the weighting is valid. Thus, at no point do Thomsen et al. (2016) “ignore basic statistical principles and draw unjustified conclusions”. They simply draw conclusions from experimental observations and Feathers misrepresents these conclusions.
Later in this section, Feathers takes issue with the reference to Guérin et al. (2013) and states that Galbraith (2015a) has dismissed their arguments. However, with reference to Guérin et al. (2013), Galbraith (2015b) clearly states that “The above argument ... supports their suggestion that, when all grains have the same true age, then this age may be estimated using an average or central age, regardless of how the individual dose rates vary”, although he does go on to say that this does not necessarily imply that the average is the best method. Nevertheless, we regard this as an ongoing discussion; it is certainly not as clear cut as Feathers suggests.

In passing, Feathers also defends here the use of the FMM to investigate beta dose heterogeneity despite the observation of Thomsen et al. (2016) that “phantom components” can be observed even in dose recovery experiments. But of course if, under laboratory conditions, the FMM identifies discrete components in dose distributions where these are known not to exist, then it must be assumed that the FMM may also incorrectly identify the existence of components in natural dose distributions. Whether these “phantom components” are assumed to arise from beta dose heterogeneity or mixing is irrelevant if they do not exist.

7 HOW CAN THE MULTI-GRAIN AGES BE RELIABLE IF THE SINGLE-GRAIN AGES ARE QUESTIONED?

Feathers claims that “there is a fairly striking omission in Thomsen et al.’s (2016) argument that the multi-grain OSL ages are more reliable than the single-grain OSL ages at Bordes-Fitte, and this is only briefly acknowledged in their conclusion”. He goes on to ask: “How is it then possible that the multi-grain OSL measurements, which included all these aberrant grain populations ... gave “the most accurate ages”...?” Thomsen et al. (2016) fully acknowledge the observation that their experimental results are inconsistent with expectations; they write on page 95: “Given the very large fraction of single-grains that must be rejected to provide accurate single-grain dose estimates, it is of course surprising that multi-grain dose estimates (based on the sum of signals from acceptable as well as unacceptable individual grains) provide accurate dose estimates without any further data selection”.

It appears to us that Feathers uses his expectation of the unreliability of multi-grain results to implicitly question the validity of the experimental observation. Thomsen et al. (2016) state that “had these samples been analysed in the absence of other age control, the application of standard single-grain methods would have led to significant misinterpretations of results and a corresponding inaccuracy in ages”. Again, it is an experimental observation that multi-grain results are in better agreement with the independent age control than are single-grain results (by following the various standard procedures used in the literature, all attempts to extract single grain ages were substantially inaccurate, by up to 50%). It is true that when the FR and D_0 criteria were applied and the doses estimated using CAM, the single-grain ages became acceptable accurate. But note that for samples with no independent age control this would require advanced knowledge that the distributions were unmixed and well-bleached. The objective methods of examining these dose distributions (i.e. the OD 20% threshold and the decision tree of Bailey and Arnold, 2006) identify these samples as poorly bleached. And in our view the subjective approaches (e.g. visual inspection of radial plots and knowledge of deposition environment) would probably have concluded that the samples were either poorly bleached or mixed (since these samples are from colluvial deposits with
over-dispersions >30%). Thus, we cannot agree with Feathers’ argument that the data of Thomsen et al. (2016) in any way contradict their position.

Finally, Feathers criticises our dose recovery data as being inaccurate (“Such dose recovery statistics do not appear to provide overly strong support for the suitability of the single-grain or multi-grain SAR procedure adopted in this study”) and argues that the use by Thomsen et al. (2016) of a dose recovery within 10% of unity as being satisfactory is inadequate. Here they are essentially being criticised for being too thorough in their dose recovery studies. We now first restrict ourselves to the results that would be obtained in a “standard” dose recovery test (e.g. Demuro et al., 2013) where grains are bleached using blue light at room temperature and subsequently given a dose approximately equal to the natural. Thus, we consider the Thomsen et al. (2016) results for 65 Gy for samples 092203 and 092204 and for 100, 110 and 119 Gy for sample 092201. (Unfortunately we do not have a multi-grain beta dose recovery close to the natural dose for sample 092202.) These datasets give average multi-grain dose recovery ratios of: 0.976±0.014 (n=28, sample 092201), 1.05±0.04 (n=8, sample 092203), 0.98±0.02 (n=8, sample 092204). All of these are consistent with unity at two standard deviations; since they are all derived from what is presumably the same type of quartz we can also calculate the grand average of 0.991±0.012 (n=44). Thus, if we restrict ourselves to one of the most commonly used standard dose recovery test, there is no evidence that our multi-grain dose recovery ratios are inconsistent with unity. Similarly, the relevant dose recovery ratios reported for single-grains are: 0.97±0.03 (n=105, 110 Gy, sample 092202) and 0.96±0.02 (n=165, 65 Gy, sample 092201); both of these clearly fulfil Feathers’ criterion.

Having pointed out that the relevant dose recovery ratios were in fact satisfactory, we would nevertheless point out that there is little or no evidence that measured dose recovery ratios correlate with equivalent doses. Guérin et al. (2015a) saw no significant correlation between observed dose recovery ratios and the accuracy of ages for known-age samples and concluded that they agree with the suggestion of Murray and Wintle (2003) that dose recovery ratios are not necessarily a good indicator of the accuracy of ages obtained with the SAR procedure. In addition, Jacobs and Roberts (2015) show that their equivalent doses measured 7 years apart using two different SAR protocols are indistinguishable, despite the fact that the dose recoveries for three samples obtained using one SAR protocol lay between 0.79±0.04 and 0.92±0.02 whereas dose recoveries for the same three samples obtained using the second protocol lay between 1.02±0.02 and 0.97±0.02. In any case, the assertion that a dose recovery must be statistically consistent with unity is misleading. For example, a dose recovery of 0.995 ± 0.001 would, in our view, be perfectly acceptable but not consistent with unity. Even if a deviation in dose recovery ratio from unity led to a corresponding inaccuracy in $D_o$, some systematic error would still be acceptable. This is why Murray and Wintle (2003) did not suggest that a dose recovery ratio must be statistically consistent with unity and presumably why Jacobs and Roberts (2015) required that their dose recoveries should be within 5% of unity.

8 Conclusion
Feathers lists six issues in his conclusion and claims that Thomsen et al. (2016):

1) **Fail to report the independent age control correctly.** We disagree; the exact calibrated and uncalibrated ages are given on page 79. There is a minor issue of presentation of uncertainties on
We acknowledge that, in Figure 3 of Thomsen et al. (2016), the predicted $^{14}$C dose interval is shown at a CI of 95% but the uncertainty arising from the dose rate at a CI of 68%. However, we have shown above that correcting this minor graphical error has no bearing on the conclusions of Thomsen et al. (2016). The multi-grain results are systematically in better agreement with the $^{14}$C age control than the single-grain results obtained using standard rejection criteria.

2) **Have missed the point of rejection criteria when they argue that if rejection criteria make no difference to the mean and over-dispersion value of a dose distribution they are of little value.** We disagree. Feathers puts forward the hypothesis that grains that fail these rejection criteria must be inaccurate (despite the fact that he himself has chosen to accept relaxed rejection criteria, because they do not significantly affect his results; Feathers et al., 2010 on p. 418). But this hypothesis is unproven, and in fact the evidence in Thomsen et al. (2016) and others suggest that any such effects are undetectable in their samples. Note that Thomsen et al. (2016) do not advocate ignoring such rejection criteria but rather suggest that it would be good practice to test and document the effects of these criteria and discuss whether they are of benefit on a case by case basis.

3) **Fail to appreciate how different age models are used in the literature and apply them to samples for which they are clearly inappropriate or are applied in an incorrect manner.** We disagree. In our view, Feathers has completely misunderstood the thrust of this paper. Thomsen et al. (2016) show that, not surprisingly, the equivalent doses obtained from single-grain dose distributions are very dependent on the model chosen. But most importantly, they showed that the only non-subjective method of choosing which model to apply is unable to reach the right conclusions. Thus, in the absence of age control, the choice of the appropriate model seems to rest entirely on the subjective opinion of the geochronologist. Feathers may feel happy with this, but in our view this is unacceptable; in general, one cannot decide by looking at a sedimentary section or a radial plot whether a sample is well-bleached or not or whether it was significantly affected by post-depositional processes such as mixing. Thus, it is imperative that we acknowledge the subjectivity of our model results and search for reliable non-subjective decision trees.

4) **Underestimate the potential of the fast ratio FR.** As we discuss above, we think that Feathers has completely misunderstood the position of Thomsen et al. (2016). They fully acknowledge that the FR produces an improvement in the accuracy of single-grain doses for these samples. The cut-off point chosen by Thomsen et al. (2016) was not arbitrary, as claimed by Feathers, but was in fact the smallest value that gave us the required accuracy. Our conclusion remains that selecting grains based on their FR is very expensive in terms of measurement time; this criterion rejects grains with acceptable luminescence characteristics because these are misidentified as a result of variation in effective stimulation power.

5) **Use unweighted arithmetic means for combining data.** For multi-grain data Thomsen et al. (2016) show experimentally that there is no improvement in accuracy in deriving CAM (i.e. weighted geometric mean) doses; this is not surprising as statistical uncertainties on large multi-grain aliquots are usually homogeneous and only make a small contribution to the dispersion in
measured $D_e$ values. With respect to single-grain dose distributions, Thomsen et al. (2016) explicitly state that they do not observe an improvement when using the arithmetic average (p. 94, last paragraph in “summary and discussion”). Thus, they do indeed calculate arithmetic means, but this is for comparison with other methods; in particular, it should be noted that they do not advocate the use of arithmetic means rather than weighted means in this paper.

6) *Do not explain why the multi-grain results are more accurate than the single-grain results despite the presence of aberrant grains.* We agree. Thomsen et al. (2016) do not explain but simply show it to be the case.

At the end of his critique, Feathers concludes that he considers “…the single-grain results, using all of the rejection criteria, at Bordes-Fitte to be the most reliable…” We agree that the single-grain results are reliable if ALL rejection criteria are adopted, but we cannot accept that they are any more reliable than the multi-grain data. This is an experimental observation and thus not subject to opinion. But it is very important to realise that rejection criteria, as widely used in the literature by Feathers and others, would not have achieved such a satisfactory result on these samples. Particularly, and despite Feathers’ misunderstanding, the $D_0$ criterion is not standard (it was first suggested in Thomsen et al., 2016); the application of the FR criterion to single grains is similarly very recent and has had limited application.

In conclusion, despite a careful reading of Feathers’ “A response to some unwarranted criticism of single-grain dating”, we find no reason to change our views and stand by the original conclusions of Thomsen et al. (2016).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$^{14}$C Predicted dose (Gy)</th>
<th>MG dose (Gy)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>MG/$^{14}$C</th>
<th>SG CAM dose (Gy)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>SG/$^{14}$C</th>
<th>SG/MG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>092201</td>
<td>103.6 ± 5.2</td>
<td>108.9 ± 2.4</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.06</td>
<td>92.9 ± 2.9</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>092202</td>
<td>109.9 ± 5.4</td>
<td>106.4 ± 2.9</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.05</td>
<td>97.3 ± 3.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>092203</td>
<td>74.3 ± 3.6</td>
<td>72.3 ± 2.1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.06</td>
<td>63.1 ± 1.9</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>092204</td>
<td></td>
<td>69.2 ± 2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57.1 ± 1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The preferred $^{14}$C ages (see page 79-80 in Thomsen et al., 2016) have been converted into $^{14}$C predicted dose at 68% CI for direct comparison with both multi-grain (MG) and single-grain (SG) CAM (Central Age Model, Galbraith et al., 1999) doses. A two-sample $\chi^2$ homogeneity test (e.g. Galbraith and Roberts, 2012) has been used to assess the null hypothesis that the $^{14}$C predicted dose is not statistically significantly different from the measured quartz dose. A P-value of less than 0.05 indicates that the measured dose is, by normal standards, significantly different from the independent $^{14}$C age control. Note that OSL sample 092204 has been omitted from this comparison as the independent age control is too wide to be of use.
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